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Abstract
Motivation: Over a dozen major degenerative disorders,
including myotonic distrophy, Huntington’s disease and
fragile X syndrome, result from unstable expansions
of particular trinucleotides. Remarkably, only some of
all the possible triplets, namely CAG/CTG, CGG/CCG
and GAA/TTC, have been associated with the known
pathological expansions. This raises some basic questions
at the DNA level. Why do particular triplets seem to be
singled out? What is the mechanism for their expansion
and how does it depend on the triplet itself? Could other
triplets or longer repeats be involved in other diseases?
Results: Using several different computational models of
DNA structure, we show that the triplets involved in the
pathological repeats generally fall into extreme classes.
Thus, CAG/CTG repeats are particularly flexible, whereas
GCC, CGG and GAA repeats appear to display both flexible and rigid (but curved) characteristics depending on the
method of analysis. The fact that (1) trinucleotide repeats
often become increasingly unstable when they exceed a
length of approximately 50 repeats, and (2) repeated 12mers display a similar increase in instability above 13
repeats, together suggest that approximately 150 bp is a
general threshold length for repeat instability. Since this
is about the length of DNA wrapped up in a single nucleosome core particle, we speculate that chromatin structure
may play an important role in the expansion mechanism.
We furthermore suggest that expansion of a dodecamer repeat, which we predict to have very high flexibility, may
play a role in the pathogenesis of the neurodegenerative
disorder multiple system atrophy (MSA).
Contact: pfbaldi@ics.uci.edu, yves@netid.com, brunak@
cbs.dtu.dk, gorm@cbs.dtu.dk

Introduction
In the last few years, the genetic origins of over a dozen
∗ To whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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major degenerative disorders have been elucidated in
rapid-fire sequence (Ashley and Warren, 1995; Ross,
1995; Gusella and MacDonald, 1994; Hardy and GwinnHardy, 1998; Rubinsztein and Hayden, 1998). These
diseases include:
1. Huntington’s Disease (HD) (Huntington’s Disease
Collaborative Research Group, 1993; Ross and
Hayden, 1998).
2. Dentatorubral–pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA)
(Koide et al., 1994; Miwa, 1994; Nagafuchi et al.,
1994; Ikeuchi et al., 1995; Tsuji, 1998).
3. Several forms of spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA-1,
SCA-2, SCA-3, SCA-6, SCA-7) and Friedreich’s
ataxia (Orr et al., 1993; Campuzano et al., 1996;
Junck and Fink, 1996; Paulson et al., 1997; Koenig,
1998; Lee, 1998; Orr and Zoghbi, 1998; Paulson,
1998; Pulst, 1998; Stevanin et al., 1998).
4. Spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) or
Kennedy’s Disease (Spada et al., 1991; Brooks
and Fischbeck, 1995; Beitel et al., 1998).
5. Fragile X syndrome (FRAXA) and its variations
with milder or no phenotypical effects (FRAXE,
FRAXF) (Nelson, 1995; Gusella and MacDonald,
1994; Eichler and Nelson, 1998; Skinner et al.,
1998; Gecz and Mulley, 1999).
6. Myotonic dystrophy (MD) (Timchenko et al., 1995;
Gusella and MacDonald, 1994; Hamshere et al.,
1998).
All these diseases have a predominantly hereditary component and are characterized by the expansion of existing
trinucleotide repeats upon transmission from parent to offspring (see Table 1 for a summary of important features
of triplet repeat disorders). Here we briefly review characteristics of these diseases with an emphasis on features
c Oxford University Press 1999
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Table 1. Summary of features associated with triplet repeat diseases. Sex bias refers to the sex in which the repeat is most often expanded. The number of
triplet repeats in normal and affected individuals is noted. If known, the number of repeats above which the repeat becomes unstable is also noted

Disorder

Repeat

Location

Number
of repeats

Sex bias

Kennedy’s disease (spinobulbar muscular atrophy)

CAG

Coding

Normal 9–36
Affected 38–62
Unstable >47

Paternal

Huntington’s disease

CAG

Coding

Normal 6–35
Affected 36–121
Unstable >35

Paternal

Spinocerebellar ataxia 1

CAG

Coding

Normal 6–35
Affected 40–81

Paternal

Spinocerebellar ataxia 2

CAG

Coding

Normal 14–32
Affected 33–77

Paternal

Spinocerebellar ataxia 3

CAG

Coding

Normal 12–40
Affected 67–82

Paternal

Spinocerebellar ataxia 6

CAG

Coding

Normal 4–17
Affected 20–30

Spinocerebellar ataxia 7

CAG

Coding

Normal 7–17
Afected 38–130
Unstable >35 (?)

Paternal

Dentatorubropallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA)

CAG

Coding

Normal 3–36
Affected 49–88

Paternal

Autosomal dominant pure spastic paraplegia (ADPSP)

CAG

(Coding ?)

Myotonic dystrophy

CTG

3 UTR

Normal 5–30
Affected 50 to >700
Unstable 36 − 50

Maternal

Fragile X syndrome (FRAXA)

CGG

5 UTR

Normal 5–52
Affected 200 to >1000

Maternal

FRAXE mental retardation

GCC

5 UTR

Friedreich’s ataxia

GAA

Intron

Normal 6–25
Affected 130 to >700
Unstable > 60
Normal 7–22
Affected 200 to >900
Unstable 34–65

connected with the expansion mechanism. Based on the
assumption that this is closely connected to the unusual
DNA-helical structural features of the repeat sequences,
we then present a computational analysis of the structural
features of all possible repeat classes. We also speculate
about similar expansions of longer-base repeats.

Mechanism of action
The exact mechanism by which a triplet repeat mutation
causes disease varies. This is clearly indicated by the fact
that the currently known repeat expansions are found both

in 5 UTRs, in 3 UTRs, in introns and within coding
sequences of various affected genes (Table 1) (Ashley and
Warren, 1995; Gusella and MacDonald, 1994; Rubinsztein
and Amos, 1998; Rubinsztein and Hayden, 1998). For
instance, fragile X mental retardation is associated with
an expanded CGG repeat in the 5 UTR of the FMR1 gene
(Nelson, 1995; Eichler and Nelson, 1998). This results
in hypermethylation of CpGs in the repeat and in its
immediate proximity, thereby leading to repression of the
FMR1 promoter and consequently a lack of expression of
the gene. Several other disorders – including Huntington’s
919
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disease – are associated with CAG repeats that are present
in coding sequence and are translated into polyglutamine
tracts (Orr and Zoghbi, 1998; Rubinsztein and Hayden,
1998). Interestingly, the polyglutamine mutation results in
a gain-of-function, possibly by causing toxic intracellular
aggregates in neurons of affected patients (Perutz et al.,
1994; DiFiglia et al., 1997; Scherzinger et al., 1997;
Orr and Zoghbi, 1998; Rubinsztein and Hayden, 1998).
The exact length of repeat associated with disease varies
between the different disorders, although there is a general
tendency that the repeats associated with loss-of-function
can be much longer than those expansions that are gain-offunction mutations (Rubinsztein and Hayden, 1998). As
an example, the CGG expansion at the FRAXA fragile
site (a typical loss-of-function mutation) can be more than
1000 repeats long in affected individuals (Eichler and
Nelson, 1998), whereas the CAG repeat in patients with
spinocerebellar ataxia-1 (SCA-1) typically lie in the range
40–81 repeats (Orr and Zoghbi, 1998). In this context it
is also interesting that a large fraction of homopeptide
repeat-containing proteins in Drosophila, man and mouse
have been found to play a role in the development of the
central nervous system (Karlin and Burge, 1996).

Non-Mendelian inheritance
Non-Mendelian inheritance is a typical feature of triplet
repeat diseases (Wells, 1996; Pearson and Sinden, 1998b;
Rubinsztein and Hayden, 1998). Thus, while typical
monogenic diseases display similar phenotypes in different family members with the same mutation, many triplet
repeat diseases show more severe phenotypes and/or earlier age of onset in successive generations. The molecular
basis of this phenomenon, which is known as anticipation,
has to do with some characteristic peculiarities of the repeat disorders (Rubinsztein and Amos, 1998; Rubinsztein
and Hayden, 1998). First, increased trinucleotide repeat
length is generally associated with increased severity of
disease phenotype, and normal, non-disease, chromosomes always have shorter repeats than chromosomes
in affected individuals. Second, repeats on non-disease
chromosomes are relatively stable when transmitted from
one generation to the next, and are believed to only
rarely expand in steps of one or a few repeats. However,
with increasing size of the repeat the chance of further
expansion rises dramatically, and disease alleles typically
show large changes in size on transmission from parent
to offspring. Expansion seems to occur during meiosis or
later in gametogenesis. In some cases a threshold length
has been found above which the instability suddenly
rises. This length is not necessarily the same as the length
required for manifestation of the disorder.
Another non-Mendelian feature of some triplet repeat
disorders is that paternal and maternal transmission may
be associated with different probabilities of expansion (Ta920

ble 1). Specifically, all the polyglutamine CAG-repeat diseases mentioned above show a (more or less pronounced)
paternal bias for expansion, a phenomenon that is probably connected to specific events during spermatogenesis
(Lee, 1998; Orr and Zoghbi, 1998; Paulson, 1998; Pulst,
1998; Ross and Hayden, 1998; Stevanin et al., 1998; Tsuji,
1998). The CGG repeat at the fragile site FRAXA and the
CTG repeat associated with myotonic dystrophy show a
maternal bias for expansion (Eichler and Nelson, 1998;
Hamshere et al., 1998), while there is no apparent bias related to the expansion of the GAA repeat associated with
Friedreich’s ataxia (Koenig, 1998).

Trinucleotides involved in repeat disorders
A triplet repeat can be described in terms of different unit
trinucleotides depending on what strand and triplet frame
that is chosen. Thus, the repeat CGGCGGCGGCGG . . .
can be said to be a repeat of the triplet CGG, and also of
its reverse complement CCG. Ignoring repeat boundaries,
however, the sequence can also be described as a repeat
of the shifted triplet pairs GGC/GCC and GCG/CGC. In
this way, the 64 different trinucleotides can be divided into
12 possible repeat classes (see, for example, Table 2 for a
listing of the classes; note that, strictly speaking, repeats
of the triplet pairs AAA/TTT and CCC/GGG are more
precisely described as mononucleotide repeats).
Currently, we know of triplet repeat disorders with
trinucleotides from three of the 12 (or 10) classes:
CAG, CGG and GAA. Huntington’s disease, DRPLA,
Kennedy’s disease and spinocerebellar ataxias 1, 2, 3, 6
and 7 are all associated with expanded CAG triplets in
coding regions (Spada et al., 1991; Huntington’s Disease
Collaborative Research Group, 1993; Orr et al., 1993;
Koide et al., 1994; Nagafuchi et al., 1994; Brooks and
Fischbeck, 1995; Ikeuchi et al., 1995; Campuzano et al.,
1996; Junck and Fink, 1996; Ross, 1997; Lee, 1998; Orr
and Zoghbi, 1998; Paulson, 1998; Pulst, 1998; Ross and
Hayden, 1998; Stevanin et al., 1998; Tsuji, 1998). As
mentioned above, the triplets in all these disorders are
translated, in the CAG frame, into polyglutamine tracts.
Autosomal dominant pure spastic paraplegia (ADPSP)
is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by both
inter- and intrafamilial variation and anticipation, and has
also been reported to be linked with an expanded CAG
repeat that appears to be translated into polyglutamine
(Nielsen et al., 1997; Benson et al., 1998). Myotonic
dystrophy is again associated with a CAG-type repeat, but
in this case it is the reverse complement (CTG) that is
expressed (in the 3 UTR of the mRNA) (Timchenko et
al., 1995; Gusella and MacDonald, 1994; Hamshere et al.,
1998). Fragile sites FRAXA, FRAXE and FRAXF are all
associated with CGG-type repeats (Nelson, 1995; Gusella
and MacDonald, 1994; Eichler and Nelson, 1998; Skinner
et al., 1998). This is also the case for the group of so-
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called polyalanine diseases (synpolydactyly, cleidocranial
dysplasia and oculopharangeal muscular dystrophy). In
these disorders the repeat expansion is present within
coding DNA and is translated, in the GCG frame, into
polyalanine tracts (Goodman et al., 1997; Mundlos et al.,
1997; Brais et al., 1998). These diseases are apparently
not associated with anticipation and dynamic mutations
and will therefore not be treated in this work. Finally, the
origin of the most common hereditary ataxia – Friedreich’s
ataxia – has been linked to very long GAA triplet repeats
(Campuzano et al., 1996; Koenig, 1998).
In addition to trinucleotides, repeats of other sequence
elements with lengths ranging from two to at least 60 base
pairs are also known to be unstable, and hence highly
polymorphic in the human population (Jeffreys, 1997). (It
is this fact which makes these so-called micro- and minisatellites useful for forensic DNA typing.) The repeats
may or may not be associated with disease. For instance,
it has been found that a repeated 12-mer upstream of the
EPM1 gene displays intergenerational instability and is
associated with myoclonus epilepsy (Lalioti et al., 1997,
1998), while a similarly unstable, AT-rich, 42 bp repeat is
involved in the fragile site FRA10B (Hewett et al., 1998).
However, it does seem that disease-causing trinucleotide
repeats are special, at least among microsatellites. Thus,
based on the distribution of microsatellite allele sizes in
a set of human sequences, it has been estimated that
dinucleotides have a higher mutation (i.e. expansion) rate
than non-disease-causing trinucleotides, which on their
part have a higher rate than tetranucleotides (Chakraborty
et al., 1997). The trinucleotide repeats associated with
disease were, however, estimated to have a rate higher than
all the other three classes.

Mechanism of expansion
It is currently not clear exactly how the expansion of
triplet repeats occur, why expansion frequency depends on
repeat length, and why some diseases display a sex bias.
It is, however, generally assumed that unusual structural
features of the repeats play a role, and several models for
expansion have been proposed, involving alternative DNA
structures in erroneous DNA replication, recombination,
or DNA repair (Wells, 1996; Pearson and Sinden, 1998a,b;
Moore et al., 1999). There is mounting evidence that
the formation of hairpins in Okazaki fragments (during
replication of the lagging strand) is likely to be involved
in the expansion process (Chen et al., 1995; Gacy et al.,
1995; Wells, 1996; Mariappan et al., 1998; Miret et al.,
1998; Pearson and Sinden, 1998b), but many features
remain unclear and open to interpretation. We here present
a novel approach to this problem, namely a computational
analysis of all the 12 possible repeat classes using
several different (and independent) quantitative models of
sequence-dependent DNA structure.

DNA structural models and results
There is mounting evidence that DNA structural properties
beyond the double helical pattern play an important
functional and regulatory role. This is not too surprising
if one realizes that meters of DNA must be compacted
into a nucleus that is only a few microns in diameter.
In the nucleus DNA is packed into chromatin fibers.
The fundamental repetitive unit of chromatin fibers is
the nucleosome core particle which consists of 146 bp
of DNA wound around a histone protein octamer. The
chromatin complex structure of DNA and the positioning
of nucleosomes along the genome have been found to
play an important (generally inhibitory) role in regulation
of gene transcription (Baldi et al., 1996; Pazin and
Kadonaga, 1997; Tsukiyama and Wu, 1997; Werner and
Burley, 1997; Pedersen et al., 1998).
It has been shown that the exact DNA sequence influences the three-dimensional structure of DNA. Based on
different experimental or theoretical approaches, several
computational models have been constructed that relate
the nucleotide sequence to DNA flexibility and curvature
(Ornstein et al., 1978; Satchwell et al., 1986; Goodsell and
Dickerson, 1994; Sinden, 1994; Brukner et al., 1995; el
Hassan and Calladine, 1996; Hunter, 1996; Baldi et al.,
1998). These models are typically in the form of dinucleotide or trinucleotide scales, and while they agree on
some structural features they also display inconsistent interpretations of some sequence elements. While there is
no final consensus regarding these models, it is likely that
each one provides a slightly different and partially complementary view of DNA structure. In this work, we apply several different models to the analysis of the properties of long triplet repeats of the general form (X Y Z )n =
XY Z XY Z XY Z . . .
Bendability
One bendability model has been derived using the cutting
frequencies of the DNase I enzyme (Brukner et al.,
1995). DNase I is known to preferably bind and cut
DNA that is bent, or bendable, towards the major groove
(Lahm and Suck, 1991; Suck, 1994). Thus DNase I
cutting frequencies on naked DNA can be interpreted as
a quantitative measure of major groove compressibility
or anisotropic bendability. Such data have been used
to calculate bendability parameters B[X Y Z ] for the
32 complementary trinucleotide pairs. Aside from an
averaging window and from small boundary effects, the
global bendability B of a long triplet repeats can be
approximated by the expression


B[(X Y Z )n ] ≈ n B[X Y Z ] + B[Y Z X ] + B[Z X Y ]

(1)

In Table 2, we have listed in the first column each one of
the 32 possible triplets associated with the triplet on the
921
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Table 2. DNase I derived bendability: large values correspond to flexibility
( B[X Y Z ] = B[X Y Z ] + B[Y Z X ] + B[Z X Y ])

Triplet pair

B[X Y Z ]

 B[X Y Z ]

AGC/GCT
GCA/TGC
CAG/CTG

0.017
0.076
0.175

0.268
0.268
0.268

ATC/GAT
CAT/ATG
TCA/TGA

−0.110
0.134
0.194

0.218
0.218
0.218

AGG/CCT
GGA/TCC
GAG/CTC

−0.057
0.013
0.031

−0.013
−0.013
−0.013

AAT/ATT
TAA/TTA
ATA/TAT

−0.280
0.068
0.182

−0.030
−0.030
−0.030

CCC/GGG

−0.012

−0.036

ACG/CGT
GAC/GTC
CGA/TCG

−0.033
−0.013
−0.003

−0.049
−0.049
−0.049

ACT/AGT
TAC/GTA
CTA/TAG

−0.183
0.025
0.090

−0.068
−0.068
−0.068

AAG/CTT
GAA/TTC
AGA/TCT

−0.081
−0.037
0.027

−0.091
−0.091
−0.091

CCG/CGG
CGC/GCG
GCC/GGC

−0.136
−0.077
0.107

−0.106
−0.106
−0.106

AAC/GTT
ACA/TGT
CAA/TTG

−0.205
−0.006
0.015

−0.196
−0.196
−0.196

CCA/TGG
ACC/GGT
CAC/GTG

−0.246
−0.032
0.040

−0.238
−0.238
−0.238

AAA/TTT

−0.274

−0.822

reverse complementary strand (X Y Z / Z̄ Ȳ X̄ ). The triplet
pairs are divided into the 12 different possible repeat
classes mentioned above. The second column contains the
bendability value according to the bendability scale of
Brukner et al. (1995), and in the third column the global
bendability  B[X Y Z ] = B[X Y Z ]+ B[Y Z X ]+ B[Z X Y ]
associated with a given repeat class is listed. All the
entries are ranked in order of decreasing total bendability.
Obviously, all the triplets in the same class have the same
total bendability.
There are a number of observations that can be made
from this table.
First, (A A A)n = (A)3n is the stiffest of all possible
922

repeats and by a large margin. Such regions of DNA are
unlikely to bend easily and probably are bad candidates
for nucleosome positioning when n is large. In fact, a
number of promoters in yeast contain homopolymeric
dA:dT elements. Such homopolymeric tracts are known
from X-ray crystallography to be straight and rigid
(Nelson et al., 1987). Studies in two different yeast
species have shown that the homopolymeric elements
destabilize nucleosomes and thereby facilitate the access
of transcription factors bound nearby (Iyer and Struhl,
1995; Zhu and Thiele, 1996). Interestingly, the sequence
of the IT15 gene involved in HD has a repeat containing
18 adenine nucleotides at its 3 end.
Second, only two groups of triplets have global positive
bendability, and they are well separated from the rest.
Third, all groups of triplets but one, contain at least
one shifted triplet with low (negative) bendability. Such
a triplet occurs every three positions. Because the DNA
double helical pitch is about 10.5 bp (or 10.3 in the
nucleosome), long-range curvature can be obtained only if
highly bendable triplets are positioned in phase with this
pitch. These two facts together pose severe constraints on
the phase of one of these triplet repeats with respect to the
double helix in any curved region of significant length.
Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, there is a single
group of triplets represented by (C AG)n which is characterized by the highest global bendability and the fact that
all shifted triplets have high (positive) bendability. The
(C AG)n repeat is likely to lead to highly flexible stretches
of DNA which are flexible in all positions.
Fifth, cases are described in the literature (Orr et al.,
1993) where the G of a few isolated CAG triplets within a
long CAG repeat regions are replaced by a T. It should
be noticed that the CAT triplet belongs to the second
highest bendability class in the table above, and that the
flexibility properties of such stretches therefore probably
are preserved.
Sixth, the GAA repeat class is predicted to be rather
rigid according to this scale.
Finally, the triplet repeat class containing CGG or GCC
is found to be relatively rigid according to this scale.
From this analysis, we expect that very long stretches
of (C AG)n are likely to have special structural properties
and correspond to highly flexible regions. Although to the
best of our knowledge the structural scales have not been
used before in this context, the flexibility of extended CAG
repeats has been experimentally verified (Chastain and
Sinden, 1998). In accordance with their high flexibility,
CAG/CTG repeats have been found to have the highest
affinity for histones among all possible triplet repeats
(Wang and Griffith, 1994, 1995; Godde and Wolffe, 1996).
CGG/CCG repeats, on the other hand, seem completely
unable to form nucleosomes (Godde et al., 1996; Wang et
al., 1996).

Structural basis for triplet repeat disorders

Position preference
From experimental investigations of the positioning of
DNA in nucleosomes it has been found that certain
trinucleotides have strong preference for being positioned
in phase with the helical repeat. Depending on the exact
rotational position, such triplets will have minor grooves
facing either towards or away from the nucleosome core
(Satchwell et al., 1986). Based on the premise that
flexible sequences can occupy any rotational position on
nucleosomal DNA, these preference values can be used
as measures of DNA flexibility. Hence, in this model, all
triplets with close to zero preference are assumed to be
flexible, while triplets with preference for facing either in
or out are taken to be more rigid. Note that we do not
use this scale as a measure of how well different repeats
form nucleosomal DNA. Instead, the absolute value, or
unsigned nuclesome positioning preference, is used here
as a measure of DNA flexibility.
In Table 3, we have listed in the first column all the
triplet pairs divided into repeat classes. Column 2 contains
the unsigned position preference value modified from the
original signed scale N [X Y Z ] (Satchwell et al., 1986).
The third column contains the unsigned nucleosome positioning value |N [X Y Z ]| = |N [X Y Z ]| + |N [Y Z X ]| +
|N [Z X Y ]| associated with a triplet and its shifts. Entries
are ranked in order of decreasing total nucleosome positioning value. The main observations here are that:

Table 3. Position preference: small values correspond to flexibility
(|N [X Y Z ]| = |N [X Y Z ]| + |N [Y Z X ]| + |N [Z X Y ]|)

• The CAG triplet class is found to have relatively low
total unsigned nucleosome positioning value – another
sign of flexibility partially confirming the previous
result obtained with the bendability scale.
• Most importantly, the GCC and CGG triplets, on the
other hand, are found at the top with very high global
positioning preference value corresponding to a rigid
repeat. It is exceeded only by the stiffest of all triplets,
AAA/TTT.
• The GAA repeat class is predicted to be very flexible
(ranks as the second lowest value considering that the
last two classes have the same value).
These results are essentially unchanged if one uses the
signed version of the scale.

Propeller twist angle
The dinucleotide propeller twist angle scale of el Hassan and Calladine (1996; Table 4) is based on X-ray
crystallography of DNA oligomers. Dinucleotides with
a large propeller twist angle tend to be more rigid than
dinucleotides with a low propeller twist angle.
• Except for the exceptional homopolymeric C or
G tract, the CCG/CGG expansion has the highest

Triplet pair

|N [X Y Z ]|

|N [X Y Z ]|

AAA/TTT

36

108

CCG/CGG
CGC/GCG
GCC/GGC

2
25
45

72
72
72

AAT/ATT
ATA/TAT
TAA/TTA

30
13
20

63
63
63

ACG/CGT
CGA/TCG
GAC/GTC

8
31
8

47
47
47

AGC/GCT
CAG/CTG
GCA/TGC

25
2
13

40
40
40

CCC/GGG

13

39

ACT/AGT
CTA/TAG
TAC/GTA

11
18
6

35
35
35

ACC/GGT
CAC/GTG
CCA/TGG

8
17
8

33
33
33

ATC/GAT
CAT/ATG
TCA/TGA

7
18
8

33
33
33

AAG/CTT
AGA/TCT
GAA/TTC

6
9
12

27
27
27

AGG/CCT
GAG/CTC
GGA/TCC

8
8
5

21
21
21

AAC/GTT
ACA/TGT
CAA/TTG

6
6
9

21
21
21

cumulative propeller twist angle, corresponding to
the most flexible of all the repeat classes. This is in
contradiction to the two previously used structural
tables.
• The propeller twist angle of the CAG/CTG triplet
repeat has average rank.
• Except for the A or T homopolymeric tract, the GAA
expansion has the lowest cumulative propeller twist
angle, corresponding to the most rigid triplet repeat.
This is also in contradiction to the position preference
scale, but in agreement with the DNase I scale.
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Table 4. Propeller twist: small negative numbers correspond to flexibility
( P T [X Y Z ] = P T [X Y ] + P T [Y Z ] + P T [Z X ])

Table 5. Protein–induced DNA deformability: large values correspond to
flexibility ( P D[X Y Z ] = P D[X Y ] + P D[Y Z ] + P D[Z X ])

Triplet pair

 P T [X Y Z ]

Triplet pair

 P D[X Y Z ]

CCC/GGG

−24.33

CGC/GCG
GCC/GGC
CCG/CGG

−29.22
−29.22
−29.22

CGC/GCG
GCC/GGC
CCG/CGG

22.2
22.2
22.2

CCA/TGG
CAC/GTG
ACC/GGT

−30.66
−30.66
−30.66

CGA/TCG
GAC/GTC
ACG/CGT

18.9
18.9
18.9

CCC/GGG

18.3

GCA/TGC
CAG/CTG
AGC/GCT

−34.53
−34.53
−34.53

CCA/TGG
CAC/GTG
ACC/GGT

18.2
18.2
18.2

GGA/TCC
GAG/CTC
AGG/CCT

−35.59
−35.59
−35.59

GCA/TGC
CAG/CTG
AGC/GCT

15.9
15.9
15.9

CGA/TCG
GAC/GTC
ACG/CGT

−36.61
−36.61
−36.61

CAT/ATG
ATC/GAT
TCA/TGA

15.9
15.9
15.9

TCA/TGA
CAT/ATG
ATC/GAT

−37.94
−37.94
−37.94

CAA/TTG
AAC/GTT
ACA/TGT

15.0
15.0
15.0

CTA/TAG
TAC/GTA
ACT/AGT

−38.95
−38.95
−38.95

GGA/TCC
GAG/CTC
AGG/CCT

12.7
12.7
12.7

ACA/TGT
CAA/TTG
AAC/GTT

−41.21
−41.21
−41.21

TAA/TTA
AAT/ATT
ATA/TAT

10.8
10.8
10.8

ATA/TAT
TAA/TTA
AAT/ATT

−45.52
−45.52
−45.52

CTA/TAG
TAC/GTA
ACT/AGT

10.7
10.7
10.7

AGA/TCT
GAA/TTC
AAG/CTT

−46.14
−46.14
−46.14

AGA/TCT
GAA/TTC
AAG/CTT

9.5
9.5
9.5

AAA/TTT

−55.98

AAA/TTT

8.7

Protein induced deformability
The protein induced deformability scale of Olson et al.
(1998) is a dinucleotide scale derived from empirical
energy functions extracted from the fluctuations and
correlations of structural parameters in DNA–protein
crystal complexes. In our work, we have found that the
two scales are highly, but not perfectly, correlated. (This is
perhaps interesting in a different context: the fact that the
scale based on crystallography of naked DNA is correlated
to the scale based on crystallography of DNA in complex
with protein, immediately suggests that DNA structures
seen in protein–DNA complexes may to some degree be
determined at the DNA-sequence level. Or at least that the
structure of DNA in the complex has to be consistent with
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the inherent structural features of the DNA itself.)
As expected, the results (Table 5) are similar to those
obtained with the propeller twist scale. In particular,
• The CCG/CGG expansion has the highest protein
deformability corresponding a highly flexible triplet
repeat.
• The protein induced deformability of the CAG/CTG
triplet repeat has average rank.
• Except for the A or T homopolymeric tract, the GAA
expansion has the lowest cumulative protein induced
deformability, again corresponding to the most rigid
repeat.
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Table 6. Summary of repeat class structural features according to different
models

Triplet
repeat class

DNase I

Position
preference

Propeller twist/
Deformability

CAG
CGG

Most flexible
Very rigid

GAA

Very rigid

Very flexible
Very rigid
(second most)
Very flexible
(second most)

Very flexible
Very flexible
(second most)
Very rigid
(second most)

Discussion
The existence of disorders associated with the expansion
of only a very small number of triplets raises some basic
questions at the DNA level. First, why do particular triplets
seem to be singled out? Second, what is the mechanism
for their expansion and how does it depend on the triplet
itself? Third, could other triplets or longer-base repeats be
involved in other diseases?
In our analysis, we have seen that each special triplet
seems to occupy one of the extreme ranges of one
or several structural models. Conversely, for all the
structural models considered at least one of the extreme
regions of its spectrum is occupied by one of the special
triplet repeat classes. A simple probabilistic calculation
assuming random uniform ranking of the 12 triplet classes
shows that this is unlikely to happen as a result of
chance alone. And the other triplet classes do not seem
to share these properties. For instance, the ACT class has
the second highest bendability, but is hardly noticeable
according to any other models. Furthermore, the triplet
considered appear to be extremal even when other nondirectly-structural scales are considered. This is the case
with the dinucleotide base stacking energy scale (Ornstein
et al., 1978, Appendix, Table A1), which is somewhat
related to the propeller twist angle scale, and where the
GCC class is again extremal.
It is essential to notice that these extremal properties
pertain to the triplet repeat class, rather than the triplet
alone. A triplet that is not extremal for a given scale,
may become extremal once its two shifted versions
are considered. For instance, AGC has relatively low
bendability when taken alone, but corresponds to the
most bendable class when GCA and CAG are taken into
account.
The CAG class of repeats was consistently found to
be highly flexible using the majority of the four models
(Table 6). This is also in accordance with experimental
results (Chastain and Sinden, 1998). It is interesting
that CAG repeats have been found to be the most
efficient at nucleosome formation of all the possible
triplet repeats. Taken together with the observation that

in several triplet repeat disorders the instability threshold
is close to 50 repeats (Table 1; corresponding to 150
bp which is about the same as the length of DNA in
a nucleosome core particle) it is tempting to suggest
that nucleosome formation (or alternatively, DNA–histone
interaction during replication or recombination) might be
at the heart of the unusual expansion properties of these
repeats. The observation that the threshold for instability
of the EPM1 dodecamer repeat is about 13 repeats
(again corresponding to around 150 bp) is consistent
with this idea. Alternatively, the fact that 150 bp is
similar to the length of a eukaryotic Okazaki fragment,
might be important for the threshold effect (Richards
and Sutherland, 1994). It is also interesting that most
CAG-type repeats show paternal bias for expansion. This
suggests that the expansion mechanism is related to the
process of spermatogenesis. It might be relevant that
during this process, normal histones are replaced by other
DNA-binding proteins (Grimes, 1986).
The CGG repeat class is predicted to be very rigid
according to the DNase I and positioning preference
scales (ranks as second most according to the latter).
However, by the propeller twist and deformability scales
it is predicted to be very flexible (Table 6). It is perhaps
relevant to look at the single triplet pairs in this case.
According to the position preference scale, the triplet pair
CGG/CCG has the most flexible value (2%) – a position it
shares with the CTG/CAG pair. However, the two shifted
triplet pairs (CGC/GCG and GCC/GGC) have very rigid
values (25% and 45%, respectively – the latter is the most
rigid value in the table) and this causes the class to be in
the rigid end of the scale.
Similarly, the GAA repeat is hard to interpret unambiguously: according to the DNase I and propeller twist deformability scales it is very rigid (second most on the latter), while it is very flexible according to the positioning
preference scale (Table 6).
Better structural models may be needed to shed light on
these discrepancies. However, it is important to remember
that the computational models used in this work are
based on mutually different and also rather indirect
investigations of DNA structure. It is therefore likely that
any single model correctly captures only some structural
features of some sequence elements. For instance, as
mentioned previously, DNase I preferentially binds and
cuts on sites where the DNA is bent or bendable towards
the major groove. This means that a high DNase I
value can be caused by either a very flexible piece of
DNA (isotropically flexible, or anisotropically flexible
in the right direction), or alternatively by a piece of
DNA that is rigid but curved with a compressed major
groove. Similarly, it can be imagined that a piece of
DNA might be highly flexible, but that other features
of its structure (helical twist for instance) nevertheless
925
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makes it unsuitable for being positioned anywhere on
nucleosomes. In this context it is perhaps relevant that
GGC repeats have been found to be highly flexible based
on cyclization experiments and electrophoretic studies
(Bacolla et al., 1997; Chastain and Sinden, 1998), but
that they nevertheless assemble into nucleosomes with
very, very low efficiency (Godde et al., 1996; Wang et al.,
1996). Thus, we believe it is fair to conclude that although
two classes of triplets (GAA and GGC) display ambigous
characteristics using different models, our results are still
a strong indication that they posess peculiar structural
features.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the CAG class of
triplet repeats, which was consistently found to be flexible
according to all the models used here, is in fact special
among the triplet repeats. Thus, CAG-class repeats are
responsible for the majority of the currently known
diseases (10 of the 13 mentioned in Table 1). Furthermore,
it has been found in a model study in Escherichia coli
that the CAG triplet repeat was the predominant genetic
expansion product, and was expanded at least nine times
more frequently than any other triplet (Ohshima et al.,
1996).
The 12-base unit in the EPM1 repeat mentioned above
has the sequence CCC CGC CCC GCG (Lalioti et al.,
1997, 1998). Of the 12 overlapping triplets that occur in
repeats of this dodecamer, four are CCC triplets while the
remaining eight belong to the GCC class – the same class
as fragile X. Thus, it is possible that this sequence also
possess special structural features similar to those seen in
the triplet repeat diseases. Pursuing this line of thought, we
constructed the following 12-mer: CTG CAG CAG CAG.
This sequence consists solely of triplets belonging to the
CAG class. Specifically, each of the three different triplet
pairs in the CAG/CTG class occurs four times in repeats
of the 12-mer (again, counting all 12 overlapping triplets).
Hence, based on the tables used in this work, we predict
that the structural properties of the dodecamer repeat are
identical to those of the CAG repeat. We then proceeded
to perform a search of human nucleotide sequences
using two repeats of the 12-mer as query sequence. One
sequence found to contain a perfect match to the 24nucleotide sequence, was the mRNA for ZNF231 – a
putative transcription factor expressed in the cerebellum
(Hashida et al., 1998). Flanking these 24 nucleotides in
the ZNF231 mRNA are two CAG triplets which might
be argued to also be part of the same structural region.
Combined, the 30 base pairs correspond to a stretch of
10 glutamines and leucines (amino acids 2456–2465).
Intriguingly, enhanced expression of ZNF231 has been
found to be correlated with the neurodegenerative disorder
multiple system atrophy (MSA) (Hashida et al., 1998;
Klockgether et al., 1998). We tentatively suggest that
the pathogenesis of MSA may be similar to that of the
926

neurodegenerative disorders analyzed above, and that it
may involve expansion of the dodecamer (possibly from
one repeat to the two found in the neuronal mRNA
mentioned above).
In addition to the triplet repeats analyzed in this
paper, the eukaryotic genome contains many other repeat
sequences (Jurka et al., 1992; Jeffreys, 1997). Besides the
group of tandemly repeated satellites (such as those found
at telomeres), these also include a large diverse group of
so-called interspersed elements. These mostly represent
inactive copies of transposable elements and have, like
the repeats described in this paper, been found to impact
phenotypes – and even to sometimes play significant roles
in genome evolution. An obvious step for future work is to
check the DNA structural properties of repeats belonging
to these other classes.
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Appendix: base stacking energy
Table A1. Base stacking energy in kilocalories per mole ( B S[X Y Z ] =
B S[X Y ] + B S[Y Z ] + B S[Z X ])
Triplet pair

 B S[X Y Z ]

TAA/TTA
AAT/ATT
ATA/TAT

−15.76
−15.76
−15.76

AAA/TTT

−16.11

CTA/TAG
TAC/GTA
ACT/AGT

−21.11
−21.11
−21.11

GAA/TTC
AAG/CTT
AGA/TCT

−21.96
−21.96
−21.96

ACA/TGT
CAA/TTG
AAC/GTT

−22.45
−22.45
−22.45

TCA/TGA
CAT/ATG
ATC/GAT

−22.95
−22.95
−22.95

CCC/GGG

−24.78

GGA/TCC
GAG/CTC
AGG/CCT

−24.85
−24.85
−24.85

CCA/TGG
CAC/GTG
ACC/GGT

−25.34
−25.34
−25.34

GCA/TGC
CAG/CTG
AGC/GCT

−27.94
−27.94
−27.94

CGA/TCG
GAC/GTC
ACG/CGT

−30.01
−30.01
−30.01

GCC/GGC
CCG/CGG
CGC/GCG

−32.54
−32.54
−32.54
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